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The disruption and associated costs of
deploying wired urban surveillance
make it prohibitive as a large-scale
citywide solution.
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For emergency services, councils,
transportation organisations, event
staff and other interested parties to
collaborate effectively, they need ultrareliable real-time video for a common
operating picture.
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Keeping an urban environment safe and
running smoothly depends on many
agencies working together.
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WIRELESS
SAFE CITIES LIKE
NEVER BEFORE

However, there is no need to dig up
a road or wait for cabling with Digital
Barriers’ fully secure end-to-end video
capability as it is wireless - and it is
accredited to the highest standard.
Existing wireless surveillance solutions
are frequently handicapped by
the availability of large and stable
bandwidth, latency build-up whilst
streaming, and critically by their lack of
resilience against cyber threats.
By combining EdgeVis Live, our
cutting-edge wireless video streaming
capability with new or existing camera
technology, we bring to market a
world-class wireless surveillance
solution for safer cities.

Benefits:
• Ultra-efficient transmission over
4G/3G/GPRS/Wi-Fi/Satellite
connections at bandwidths as low
as 9kbps
• Seamless incorporation into worldleading VMS systems
• Secure local recording of highdefinition video, audio and other
data for forensic and evidential use
• Re-distribution of surveillance
content to multiple operators
• Remote live viewing and camera
control for an intelligent response,
• Highly secure end-to-end AES256
encryption

SAFER.
STRONGER.
MORE SECURE.
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EdgeVis Live is the world’s most flexible end-to-end surveillance
distribution platform. It features a unique approach to video encoding
and transmission to deliver a resilient stream of usable imagery from
officers in the field, over almost any wireless network.

TRULY UNIQUE
STREAMING ABILITY.

SECURE
RECORDING.

VIEW IN YOUR
PREFERRED VMS.

Delivering live video from
anywhere to anywhere

Full resolution recording on-device
for forensic and evidential use

Ultra-low bandwidth streams
displayed directly in leading VMS

EdgeVis Live is designed for mobile real-time
video streaming, addressing variability in
networks and high levels of scene motion,
which can render conventional solutions
unusable. Active network adaptation ensures
video never exceeds available bandwidth,
maintaining a constant frame rate without
latency image break-up.

Secure high-resolution recording captures
every critical detail directly on the device,
offering irrefutable evidence for highly
efficient dispute resolution. Even when
viewing remotely, an operator is able to access
full resolution image enhancements in realtime. Simple download tool allows ease of
central archiving.

EdgeVis Live enables ultra-reliable low latency
video streaming, users are able to input
feeds from mobile assets to their preferred
video management system; including native
integration with Milestone XProtect. This
includes simultaneous remote access to
events as they happen; for both command and
mobile units.

Our solutions have the unique ability to
transmit usable surveillance on almost any
network, from almost any source.

Reduce the number of lawsuits and officer
complaints with high-quality recorded footage
of events as they actually happened.

Unlimited and secure redistribution of live
video across wireless cellular/Wi-Fi networks
for a joined up, intelligence-led response.

Contact Digital Barriers or your local reseller
for further details on our solutions
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